In the name of God, most Gracious, most Compassionate

Untitled Agreement [between Ansar Allah and al-Shilali Tribe in Ibb]

Today, Friday 11/07/2014, we – sheikhs, heads and dignitaries of al-Radmah District – the undersigned are here to request a reconciliation between the two Sheikhs. The first Sheikh is Abd al-Wahid Hizam al-Shilali al-Du’am and the second one is the brother and master Zayd Muhammed bin Yahya al-Dhari. The duration of the reconciliation is six months starting from this Muharram. In this reconciliation, any assault from any side on the other is forbidden; whether this assault is on a road, market, city or village where roads and public and private facilities are secured in any time or place. Whoever breaches this peace from any side will pay a fine to the tribes of the region and to the other side [...] and bears full responsibility to the state and the tribe. The side that breaches the peace is considered to be an aggressor and an enemy of the community. It also prohibits both sides from using, bringing, harbouring or accepting anybody who [illegible] the District.

This is what has been agreed. May God be pleased with this. The signatures of both sides and the sheikhs [illegible] the government ratifies it. This reconciliation is the renewal and extension of the former reconciliation.

[5 signatures]

Zayd Mohammed bin Yahya al-Dhari [On behalf of Ansar Allah]

Sheikh Abd al-Wahid Hizam al-Shilali al-Du’am [On behalf of al-Shilali Tribes]

Sheikh Ahmed Salah al-Muqibli [Mediator]


1 Uncertain. It says one death will be calculated 10 and each wounded will be counted 11.

أي أن الجريح بحد عشر جريح والقتيل بحدى عشر قتيلا.